A new epidemic model refereed to with the acronym SIMVW is proposed, where S, I, M, V and W are, respectively, the subsequent subpopulations: susceptible human, infectious human, susceptible vector, infectious vector and vaccinated human. The equilibrium steady states are examined and a set of typical endemic and disease.-free situations are tested for a malaria case study in the absence and presence of vaccination efforts.
Introduction
Epidemic models are a very useful tool to describe mathematically the propagation of infectious diseases. About two hundred and fifty years ago, Daniel Bernouilli proposed a very simple epidemic model with and suggested the attenuated inoculation of viruses could improve the immunity against the infective diseases. Since then, many research has been devoted to the mathematical proposal and study of epidemic models. See, for instance, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and references therein. In this work, we study the equilibrium points and their stability properties of a new epidemic model referred to in the following with the acronym SIMVW following their integrated subpopulations of human and mosquito vector. The subpopulations S, I, M, V and W are, respectively, the susceptible human, infectious human, susceptible vector, infectious vector and vaccinated human. The basic model has been proposed and discussed in [1] and in this work, the study is extended to the potential optional incorporation of a vaccination effort which is injected to the susceptible human by using linear feedback information on the susceptible subpopulation. Because of its structure the model can be useful for the study of the propagation of the malaria disease. The vaccination effort, which has a feedback information on the current population of susceptible, is injected on the susceptible. The so-called basic reproduction number, which is an indicator calculated from the model parameters, ensures the asymptotic stability of the disease-free equilibrium points if it is less than unity since then the average contagion per infectious is less than one. Otherwise, the disease becomes endemic.
Epidemic Model
The proposed epidemic model is the following one:
where S, I, M, V y W are respectively, the subpopulations: susceptible human, infectious human, susceptible vector, infectious vector and vaccinated human. The prime subscripts denote time-derivatives. N is the total human population and T is the total vector population. The model parameterization is as follows:
Equilibrium Points

Some Tested Practical Results
The trajectories versus the disease-free equilibrium state are displayed in Figure 1 for the parameterization 
